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ABSTRACT

The enhanced biological phosphorus removal process makes the phosphorus recovery feasible from the dewatering streams of biological sludge. The physicochemical properties of these sidestreams, as an input to a crystallizer, are different before and after anaerobic digestion. In this study, phosphorus recovery by calcium phosphate is proposed for pre-digestion sidestreams and by struvite precipitation for post-digestion sidestreams. The thermodynamic modeling followed by experimental tests was performed to evaluate the recovery efficiency and product properties of struvite and calcium phosphates. The variations in phosphorus recovery potential, reaction kinetics and particle size distribution emphasize the importance of the adjustment of initial supersaturation and pH of the reaction. The optimum pH, considering the economics and recovery efficiency, for both calcium phosphate and struvite precipitation was found to be pH = 8.5, whereas further increase of pH will not improve the overall efficiency of the process. In the case of calcium phosphate precipitation, it was shown that possible phase transformations should be considered and controlled as they affect both process efficiency and product properties. The economic evaluation indicated that the optimized operational condition should be determined for the phosphorus recovery process and that chemical costs for the production of calcium phosphates is lower than for struvite.
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INTRODUCTION

Phosphate rocks are the main source of phosphorus for most phosphorus fertilizers in modern agriculture. The quantitative and qualitative reduction of the primary phosphorus rock reserves has led to great interest in phosphorus recovery from secondary resources to ensure sustainable food production in the future. The sewage sludge is a rich secondary resource for phosphorus and the enhanced biological phosphorus removal (EBPR) process provides great potential for phosphorus recovery from sludge phase (Wan et al. 2016). The sidestreams of the sludge handling line in the EBPR process, both before and after anaerobic digestion, are rich in phosphate. The high phosphate concentration and small volume of these sidestreams make them attractive for phosphorus recovery by chemical precipitation.

The precipitation of struvite and different calcium phosphate compounds is widely studied for phosphorus recovery from wastewater (Mehta et al. 2015; Melia et al. 2017). In these studies, input material is the liquid phase of anaerobically digested sludge and P-recovery from phosphate-rich sidestreams of undigested sludge is not fully elucidated. Anaerobic digestion of sludge and the conceivable introduction of ammonium recovery in the process change the physical and chemical properties of these sidestreams. Therefore, adaption of final product to the physicochemical properties of the targeted sidestream is necessary for an effective phosphorus recovery process.
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The aim of this study is to evaluate P-recovery in pre-digestion and post-digestion mode. For this purpose, calcium phosphates are selected as the targeted product for sidestreams with low ammonium content, and struvite for sidestreams after anaerobic digestion with higher ammonium content. The assessment is based on the phosphorus recovery efficiency, economic feasibility and product properties such as purity, water content and particle size.

The anaerobic character of thickening and dewatering of EBPR sludge leads up to PO₄³⁻-release to the sludge dewatering sidestream. Application of a P-stripper with proper retention time and adequate amount of volatile fatty acid will improve the PO₄³⁻-release to the liquid phase at dewatering stage of undigested EBPR sludge. An acid digester has also been proposed to facilitate the PO₄³⁻-release and dissolution of the crystallized and organically bound phosphorus in this stage (Li et al. 2018). However, the low ammonium content of these sidestreams makes them less suitable for struvite precipitation while P-recovery by calcium phosphates can offer a noteworthy advantage. The precipitation of phosphorus in this stage diverts the soluble-P from the digester and lowers the risk of unwanted precipitation during digestion and post-digestion operations. The P-recovery by calcium phosphate at low pH (i.e. pH = 5–7, low NH₄⁺content) on P-rich sidestreams of undigested sludge will reduce the soluble-P in the digester, improve the dewaterability of the sludge and reduce the total-P in the biosolids (Li et al. 2018). The pre-digestion P-recovery by calcium phosphates at low pH can reduce the CO₂ footprint of the process. This is due to less consumption of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and less polymer consumption for sludge dewatering. The CO₂ footprint in the production of NaOH is several times higher than that in the production of CaCl₂ or MgCl₂ (Thannimalay et al. 2013).

Degradation of sludge substrate to methane and CO₂ in anaerobic digestion increases the carbonate content in the sludge dewatering sidestream (Chipasa 2005). The coexisting carbonates (CO₃²⁻), resulting from CO₂ dissolution, and production of amino groups (-NH₂) and ammonium increase the alkalinity of the dewatering sidestream from anaerobically digested sludge with respect to the undigested one (Möller & Müller 2012). The higher ammonium concentration increases the nucleation pH of calcium phosphates, and was shown to reduce the growth rate of brushite (CaHPO₄·2H₂O) and hydroxyapatite (Ca₁₀(PO₄)₆(OH)₂) (Vasenko & Qu 2017). Moreover, the required amount of caustic chemicals for pH elevation increases since the ammonium reaction tends to neutralize the hydroxyl ions (Gerardi 2003). However, increased ammonium concentration in solution boosts both the nucleation and growth kinetics of struvite precipitation.

Therefore, the sidestreams after anaerobic digestion are better alternatives for struvite precipitation. In addition to anaerobic digestion, thermochemical treatments (incineration, liquefaction, gasification, pyrolysis) and hydrothermal treatments (thermal hydrolysis, wet oxidation) are among emerging techniques to treat sludge with phosphate release to aqueous phase (Munir et al. 2017).

Phosphorus recovery from the sidestreams of undigested sludge can be advantageous also from other aspects. The reduction of phosphate load to the anaerobic digester is proposed as an effective sludge handling strategy since during the anaerobic digestion a fraction of dissolved-P will mineralize and associate with suspended solids (Wilfert et al. 2018). This P-loss, which can be lower than 10% and up to 36%, will decrease the water-extractable P-fraction for further crystallization (Warren 1981; Massé et al. 2007; Marcato et al. 2008). The addition of iron or aluminum salts as support for an EBPR process to meet the effluent requirements or to resolve the sulfide production and odor problems is a common practice (Frossard et al. 1997; Wilfert et al. 2018). However, these ions will strongly reduce the availability of soluble phosphorus for further recovery. In these cases, P-recovery by calcium phosphate precipitation at the P-rich sidestreams of thickened bio-P sludge is still feasible.

In the context of a circular economy to achieve a sustainable phosphorus chain, the recovered phosphorus requires conversion into products that have diverse applications. Struvite, due to being composed of primary macronutrients (N and P) and secondary macronutrient (Mg), is a potential fertilizer while calcium phosphates have the potential to be used as secondary materials for the phosphorus industry since they are directly comparable to phosphate rocks. Calcium phosphates that precipitated from the wastewater can be mixed with normally mined phosphate rocks in fertilizer factories if they meet the standards for rocks (i.e. magnesium content, organic contamination). However, struvite, unlike calcium phosphates, is not suitable as an alternative raw material in electro-thermal processes because of its ammonia content (Cornel & Schaum 2009). Further, phosphorus recovery by calcium phosphates may make economic sense for small-scale wastewater treatment plants (Law & Pagilla 2018). Calcium phosphate compounds are potential alternatives for P-recovery when nitrogen is not available in the targeted stream such as industrial wastewater treatment plants, which in many cases do not accept nitrogen compounds since they do not have a biological treatment (Cichy et al. 2019).

The recovery of phosphorus in the form of high purity chemicals for applications in agriculture and industry will improve the economics of the phosphorus recovery process.
The affinity of heavy metals is higher for volatile organic solids than for inert solids (Gould 1977). Due to degradation of volatile organic solids in the anaerobic digester, a higher concentration of heavy metals is expected in the dewatering sidestream of anaerobically digested sludge. Thus, in the case that contamination of final product by heavy metals is a concern, pre-digestion P-recovery can reduce this risk. Different forms of calcium phosphates have different potential for inorganic and organic contamination. Therefore, it is important to consider the phase transformation of calcium phosphates during precipitation from wastewater (Monballiu et al. 2018). However, this aspect is little studied for the wastewater applications.

The aim of this study is to evaluate the P-recovery efficiency, product properties and economics of the P-recovery process by struvite and calcium phosphate precipitation. The assessment of calcium phosphates and struvite under similar conditions enables us to select the proper product based on the physicochemical properties of the input material to the crystallizer. Further, this study aims to propose a alternative P-recovery strategy to improve the process flexibility and to improve the overall efficiency and economics of the P-recovery process. The proposed alternative strategy is to select the final product based on the characteristics of the sludge dewatering sidestream before and after anaerobic digestion. For this purpose, we performed a series of laboratory-scale crystallization experiments of struvite and calcium phosphates. The potential phosphorus recovery is calculated by thermodynamic equilibrium calculations followed by experimental validation of the results. The product properties such as phase characterization, morphology, particle size and dewaterability of obtained products are presented. The economic evaluation is also presented based on the obtained results in this study. The results of this study can be used for optimization of efficiency and economics of the phosphorus recovery processes.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials**

Magnesium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl₂·6H₂O), (CaCl₂), sodium dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate (NaH₂PO₄·2H₂O), ammonium chloride (NH₄Cl) and NaOH were used for the synthesis of struvite and calcium phosphates. All chemical reagents were purchased from Merck and were analytical grade, unless stated otherwise. Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ·cm) was used for all purposes.

**Methods**

All experiments were carried out using a laboratory-scale crystallization system, composed of a 1 L glass reactor, stirred with a Teflon two-blade propeller controlled by a mechanical stirrer operated at 200 rpm. Temperature was regulated by a water bath and maintained at 20 ± 0.5 °C for all experiments. The pH was constantly measured and recorded by a combined glass electrode with KCl reference electrolyte connected to EasyDirect™ pH software (Metrohm), and calibrations were carried out daily. In the case of constant pH experiments, the pH was maintained by addition of 1 M NaOH. Nitrogen atmosphere presaturated with water was constantly preserved on top of the solutions throughout the crystallization reactions to prevent intrusion of atmospheric carbon dioxide. The chemical speciation and activity-based supersaturation were determined by the thermodynamic calculation program Visual MINTEQ 3.1 by including all the presented ions in the solution and NaOH that had been used to set up the initial pH. The precipitates were collected at the end of each experiment by vacuum filtration through a 0.2 μm pore size filter (polypropylene membranes). In the case of stopping crystallization reactions, the mixing was stopped and followed by quick filtration to collect the sample. The crystal samples were dried at the room temperature and their weight measured until reaching a stable weight. The water content and dewaterability of samples was measured at room temperature (≈20 °C) based on weight difference of the wet (collected sample after experiment) and dried states. The ion concentrations in the filtrate were determined via spectrophotometry (Hach DR Lange 1900). Solid phases were characterized via powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) (D8 Advance DaVinci, Bruker AXS Gmbih) in the range of 2–75° with a step size of 0.013° and a step time of 0.67 s. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analyses (Hitachi S-3400N) were performed where samples were placed on carbon tape and sputter coated with gold. The particle size distribution (PSD) was analyzed with a laser diffraction particle size analyzer (Beckman Coulter LS230) in the range of 0.35 to 2,000 μm. The presented particle size distributions are based on dynamic light scattering technique and derived based on sphericity of the particles. Thus, the presented results are the nominal size of crystals for the comparison of the results. The filterability of the products was compared by filtering 50 mL of final sample with 0.2 μm filter paper (polypropylene membrane) under the same vacuum pressure for qualitative comparison.
Preparation of solutions

Stock solutions of CaCl₂, MgCl₂·6H₂O, NaH₂PO₄·2H₂O and NH₄Cl were prepared from their corresponding crystalline solids (Merck, reagent grade) using MQ-water. The solution concentrations in this study were selected based on sludge dewatering sidestreams at a municipal wastewater treatment plant. The feed to the digester is a mixture of the thickened primary sludge and dewatered sludge that resulted from the EBPR process. Synthetic concentrate sidestream was then prepared from the stock solutions according to the original composition of total ammonium nitrogen (NH₄-N = 745 mg/L) and total phosphate (PO₄-P = 137 mg/L), where the final composition in each experiment was adjusted to achieve the target compositions. The supersaturated solutions with respect to struvite or calcium phosphates were prepared by the addition of magnesium- or calcium-containing solution to synthetic concentrate sidestream under constant stirring.

Equilibrium modeling

The calcium, magnesium and phosphate ions may form ion complexes that lower the effective concentration of free ions in solution. Therefore, the activity-based supersaturation is calculated for each experiment to identify the supersaturated phases and calculate the effective concentration of ions. The thermodynamic calculations of solution speciation were carried out with Visual MINTEQ 3.1 program (Figure S1, available with the online version of this paper) and the activity-based supersaturations are calculated by Equation (1) (Mullin 2001):

\[ S_a = \left( \frac{IAP}{K_{sp}} \right)^{\frac{1}{v}} \]  

where:

- \( IAP \) = ion activity product
- \( K_{sp} \) = thermodynamic solubility product
- \( v \) = number of moles in one mole of solute

The experimental P-recovery yield and the theoretical value are calculated based on Equation (2):

\[ \text{P-recovery (\%)} = \left( \frac{P_{\text{initial}} - P_{\text{final}}}{P_{\text{initial}}} \right) \times 100 \]  

The supersaturated solid phases based on thermodynamic modeling and under current experimental conditions are identified as MgNH₄PO₄·6H₂O (struvite), Mg₃(PO₄)₂ (magnesium phosphate) and MgHPO₄·3H₂O (magnesium hydrogen phosphate) in the struvite precipitation experiments. In the calcium phosphate experiments the supersaturated phases are amorphous calcium phosphate, CaHPO₄ (dicalcium phosphate), CaHPO₄·2H₂O (brushite), Ca₈H₂(PO₄)₆·5H₂O (octacalcium phosphate, OCP) and Ca₁₀(PO₄)₆(OH)₂ (hydroxyapatite, HAP). Table S1 (available online) presents the overview of targeted products in this study. The formation of calcium phosphates is reported in the literature as a complex phenomenon by formation of multiple possible phases (Tsuge et al. 2002; Ferreira et al. 2005; Mekmene et al. 2009). Temperature, supersaturation, reaction pH, ionic strength and the presence of impurities affect the outcome phase (Lundager Madsen & Thorvardarson 1984). However, in this study doing the experiments at similar temperature and in the synthetic mode limits the governing parameters to supersaturation and reaction pH.

Design of experiments

The experiments are designed in desupersaturation mode since the different growth kinetics of calcium phosphates and struvite requires distinct experimental conditions for seeded growth experiments (seed amount and mixing). For the calcium phosphate precipitation experiments the Ca:P molar ratios of 1:1 and 1.67:1, and for the struvite experiments Mg:P molar ratios of 1:1 and 1.67:1, are selected. The Ca:P = 1 represents the minimum addition of calcium with respect to phosphate and Ca:P = 1.67:1 is selected to provide the equivalent molar Ca:P for the precipitation of HAP at the startup of the experiment. The Mg:P = 1 is the stoichiometric ratio in struvite and Mg:P = 1.67:1 is selected based on preliminary experiments to optimize the magnesium addition. The calcium phosphate precipitation is investigated in the pH range of 6.5–10.5 and struvite in the pH range of 7.5–9.5 with one pH-unit step. The experiments are designed in two modes: (1) drifting pH: without pH control to extend solid–liquid equilibration to 300 minutes and to compare with equilibrium modeling calculations and (2) constant pH: by keeping the reaction pH constant for 60 minutes. The results of drifting mode experiments are used to assess the thermodynamic equilibrium calculations and to identify the startup of phase transformation by slope changes in pH graphs. All experiments were performed in duplicate.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Phosphorus recovery

The theoretical yield of phosphorus recovery at each experimental condition was calculated using thermodynamic software Visual MINTEQ 3.1. In these calculations, $P_{\text{final}}$ is determined by the solubility of struvite and HAP, which is the thermodynamically most stable phase in the corresponding pH range and is constant under constant temperature. $P_{\text{initial}}$ is equal in all conditions in terms of total concentration; however, the effective initial concentration that determines the precipitation yield varies highly with solution pH. The equilibrium calculations assume precipitation of pure HAP with the theoretical yield and neglect the reaction kinetics. However, in calcium phosphate precipitation, kinetic factors play equally important roles in determining the precipitating phase (Wang & Nancollas 2008). It is well known that the final product may differ from the thermodynamically most stable one, where kinetically favored phases precipitate earlier according to Ostwald’s rule of stages and transform to more stable ones under sufficient driving force (Muster et al. 2013). Therefore, a series of experiments in drifting pH mode were performed to compare the experimental P-recovery yield with the theoretical value, and results are presented in Figure 1.

The experimental results show that phosphorus recovery at Ca:P = 1:1 molar ratio does not significantly change by increasing the pH beyond 8.5 (Figure 1(a)). This is because the calcium concentration with respect to phosphorus is the limiting factor and the precipitated phase is the same (i.e. HAP), so further increase of P-recovery requires higher Ca:P molar ratios. It was observed that increase of Ca:P molar ratio to 1.67:1 significantly increased the phosphorus recovery and the increment was more significant for lower pH values. A long induction time ($\approx 3$ h) was observed for the experiment Ca:P = 1.67:1 at pH = 6.5, which is another reason for difference between the equilibrium and experimental P-recovery. The results show that increasing the Ca:P molar ratio beyond 1.67:1 and pH = 9.5 does not improve the phosphorus recovery in the corresponding experimental conditions (Figure 1(a)). In the case of struvite precipitation, Figure 1(b) shows that the increase of pH improves the P-recovery more than increasing the Mg:P molar ratio. This is because in the range of pH = 7.5–9.5 the HPO$_4$$^2$ and H$_2$PO$_4$$^-_2$ are the most abundant phosphate species and increase of pH will increase the PO$_4$$^{3-}$ concentration as the final phosphate species in the struvite crystal along with decrease of struvite solubility. Increasing the Mg:P molar ratio did not significantly improve the P-recovery at pH = 7.5 during 60 minutes of reaction time due to slow precipitation kinetics at low pH. The faster reaction kinetics at higher pH values is the main reason that the experimental values of P-recovery were closer to the theoretical yield.

The role of starting pH on precipitation of different calcium phosphates is significant since pH governs the ion activities and ion complexation that further affect the supersaturation (Zhu et al. 2017). The results show that the increase of reaction pH and molar ratios (Ca:P or Mg:P) increases the supersaturation with respect to calcium phosphates and struvite (Figure S1). The increase of supersaturation, as the driving force for precipitation, increases the final P-recovery; however the equivalent P-recovery based on HAP precipitation is only obtained.

Figure 1 | Percent phosphorus recovery calculated from equilibrium modeling and measured in drifting pH experiments for (a) calcium phosphate (HAP) and (b) struvite precipitation under varying experimental conditions.
at pH ≥ 9.5. This can result from either slow reaction kinetics or nonstoichiometric precipitation due to low crystallinity of HAP or presence of multiple phases with changing Ca:P ratios in the precipitate. To investigate this, the precipitates were characterized by XRD and SEM analysis at different time points (Figure 2, panel 1). The XRD results show that HAP is the final precipitated product for pH = 7.5–10.5. At pH = 6.5, the initially precipitating phase was characterized as brushite without further phase transformation (Figure 2, panel 1(a)). Figure 2, panel 1(b), shows that at pH = 7.5, a mixture of brushite and HAP was present initially, which then completely transformed to HAP. In the presence of a thermodynamically more stable phase, metastable phases go under transformation and, in solution, this process mostly follows a dissolution–reprecipitation mechanism (Johnsson & Nancollas 1992). The multi-step precipitation behavior at pH = 7.5 can also be observed from the pH change as a function of time during the reaction (Figure S3, available with the online version of this paper). The control of the precursor phase and phase transformations is important for wastewater applications since different phases have different potentials for P-recovery and adsorbing impurities. Although OCP is also a supersaturated phase in these experiments, it was not detected by XRD analysis. The precipitated phases for pH ≥ 8.5 are identified as HAP from the initial time points of the reaction and no phase transformation was observed for these experiments (Figure 2, panel 1(c)).

The results of struvite experiments show that the precipitated phase in all experiments is struvite (Figure 2, panel 2 and Figure S2, available online). The phosphorus recovery increases by increasing the reaction pH. The XRD spectra of precipitated struvite at different pH values corresponds to different morphology of struvite crystals (Figure 2, panel 2). The crystals at pH = 7.5 showed a well-faceted morphology (bipyramidal). Further increase of pH to 8.5 produced hopper crystals (X-shape) and the dendritic crystals observed at pH = 9.5 (Figure 2, panel 2). A detailed insight into the development of different struvite morphologies is given in our recent publication (Shaddel et al. 2019).

**Constant pH mode**

The full-scale crystallization processes are mainly practiced at constant pH. The neutralization of H⁺ by
addition of alkali and keeping a constant pH keeps the driving force for deprotonation of phosphate species. This strategy retains higher precipitation rates to achieve the final recovery in shorter time, so the same series of experiments were designed at constant pH and the results are presented in Figure 3. The phosphorus recovery for both calcium phosphates and struvite increases with increasing the reaction pH. The results show that for the same reaction pH and molar ratio, the final P-recovery is higher with struvite precipitation than with calcium phosphates. In addition to the potential for phosphorus recovery, the product properties are also important in the phosphorus recovery process. Moreover, particle size and purity are important factors that define the value and application of the final product.

The XRD analysis confirmed that for constant pH experiments under the experimental conditions in this study, the final product was HAP when adding CaCl₂ and struvite when adding MgCl₂ (data not shown). The observed morphology of crystals by SEM showed similar results as presented in Figure 2. In full-scale applications there is a tradeoff between maximum P-recovery and product properties, because pH values higher than 8.5 and low Ca:P molar ratios may trigger the coprecipitation of carbonates and magnesium phosphate (Monballiu et al. 2018).

**Particle size distribution**

In the nutrient recovery by crystallization the uniform distribution of big particles with minimum contribution of fine particles is favorable (Li et al. 2019). The bigger particles will settle faster and bring fewer challenges in post-handling like drying and filtration, while fine particles will settle slower, and increase the chance of wash-out from reactor, especially in fluidized bed reactors. Thus, the product properties are important parameters in design and operation of the crystallizer, which require an overall optimization for P-recovery and particle size.

The PSD of obtained crystals is presented in Figure 4. Differences in the PSD and median size of the final products under different reaction conditions can be explained by the different levels of initial supersaturation, different degrees of aggregation and possible phase transformation for calcium phosphate experiments. Supersaturation is the main driving force for the crystallization process and highly influences particle size and size distribution due to its strong effect on the nucleation and growth rates. Smaller particles observed with increasing initial supersaturation result from boosted nucleation rates that produce higher number of particles (Mehta & Batstone 2013). Then, division of the remaining supersaturation for growth of many particles leads to production of particles with smaller size at the end of the experiment. In the case of calcium phosphate crystallization, median size does not decrease significantly with increasing initial supersaturation at higher pH values. This is probably due to aggregation of the produced particles that compensate for the higher nucleation rate at higher supersaturations (Collier & Hounslow 1999; Andreassen & Hounslow 2004). It can be observed that for both the Ca:P molar ratios the median size of the produced particles at pH = 7.5 is two times bigger than the produced particles at pH ≥ 8.5. This is because the initial phase is brushite with further transformation to HAP, and lower nucleation rates,
which can explain the bigger particle size in this case (Ucar et al. 2011).

The desired size of crystals mostly depends on their final use. The less brittle crystals are desirable for agricultural purposes as they can be used by current fertilizer spreading machines. The bigger and denser crystals facilitate the handling and shipping. On the other hand, when it comes to release rate, the smaller particles have higher release rates due to their high surface area/volume ratio (Forrest et al. 2012; Muster et al. 2016).

An easily filterable and washable product is desirable in wastewater applications. The filterability depends on PSD but this dependence is complicated (Liu & Qu 2019). In our experiments, the filterability followed the trend of struvite > brushite > HAP. The PSD at pH = 7.5 for different molar ratios resulted in the best filterability, which corresponds to the narrow size distribution and largest median particle. Increasing the reaction pH lowers the homogeneity of PSD and this effect is more pronounced for the struvite particles (Figure 4). Generally, the crystals with narrow PSD and larger size show better filterability of crystalline product (Liu & Qu 2016). The homogeneity of size distribution is more important in determining the filterability. The filling of the voids between the larger particles will reduce the overall porosity and consequently lower the filterability of the product (Dorf 2004). The average standard deviation of PSD for struvite was 35.1 μm at pH = 7.5 and 8.5, and 25 μm at pH = 9.5. The higher standard deviation at lower pH is due to the effect the initial supersaturation has on the aggregation of struvite crystals. The aggregation of struvite crystals is higher at lower initial supersaturation (i.e. pH = 7.5 and 8.5), and no aggregation was observed at high initial supersaturation (i.e. pH = 9.5) (Shaddel et al. 2019). The average standard deviation of PSD for calcium phosphates was 14.6 μm at pH = 7.5 and 7.0 μm at pH ≥ 8.5. The lower homogeneity of the obtained

Figure 4 | Particle size distribution and median particle size for calcium phosphate experiments (final product as HAP) and struvite particles at constant pH and different operational conditions (STD: standard deviation).
calcium phosphate particles at pH = 7.5 is due to phase transformation of brushite to HAP. Therefore, the solid retention time should be appropriately determined to obtain a more homogeneous product in full-scale reactors.

**Water content**

The settleability and water content of the product are important factors for agricultural applications (e.g. no humidity, no reactivity) (Egle et al. 2016). For wastewater applications, higher water content means lower purity of final product. Figure 5 shows the percent water content for calcium phosphates and struvite precipitated at different pH values. The average water content trend is HAP (48%) > brushite (23%) > struvite (8%).

The average dewaterability rate of struvite at room temperature was better than CaP products and in the order of struvite (1.5 days), brushite (2 days), HAP (4 days). The dewaterability rate, in addition to the type of the product, depends on the particle size. The struvite particles have bigger size than the calcium phosphate particles. The smaller particles have larger surface area, so their water content would be higher and consequently longer time is required for dewatering of the product. The final product of all experiments at pH > 7.5 is HAP. However, the HAP that resulted from transformation of brushite at pH = 7.5 showed lower water content than HAP that directly precipitated at higher pH values. The product at pH = 9.5 consisted of big flocs, which results in highest water content among calcium phosphates (Figure S4, available online).

**Economics and application as fertilizer**

The chemical cost constitutes an important fraction of the operational costs. It represents a major part of the overall struvite production cost and is deterministic on payback time (Vaneckhaute et al. 2017; Li et al. 2019). Therefore, an economic evaluation was performed by considering the chemical consumption (i.e. CaCl₂, MgCl₂ and NaOH) based on the experiments in this study. The cost of electricity (8.1% of the total costs) and operational and maintenance costs (16% of the total costs) were acquired from a full-scale struvite reactor. The total cost for each case was calculated by Equation (3) which is related to 1 kg of phosphorus recovered and presented in Figure 6. The total cost in the presented economic evaluation should be considered for comparison purposes, as the total cost in full scale would be lower due to a lower chemical costs in big scale.

\[
\text{Total cost} = \text{chemical costs} + \text{electricity costs} + \text{operational and maintenance costs} \quad (3)
\]

The chemicals used as Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ source and the chemical cost for pH adjustment are major expenses in the P-recovery process by calcium phosphate or struvite precipitation. The results show that the molar ratio of Ca:P or Mg:P = 1.67:1 and pH = 8.5 are the optimum reaction conditions with respect to the cost and P-recovery efficiency for both struvite and calcium phosphates. The combination of Ca(OH)₂ and CaCl₂ may further reduce the chemical cost since Ca(OH)₂ is less expensive than CaCl₂ while providing the source for both calcium and pH adjustment. The price of MgCl₂ is higher than CaCl₂ and the amount of NaOH used for pH control in struvite precipitation was higher than for calcium phosphate. Increasing the pH beyond 8.5 is not cost-effective as high buffer capacity of phosphate ion implies addition of considerably higher amount of NaOH. In this study the base requirement for adjustment of initial pH to 9.5 and 10.5 was respectively 3.3 and 6.2 times higher than base requirement for pH = 8.5.

Calcium phosphates and struvite are potentially secondary resource materials for the phosphorus industry. However, the agronomic effectiveness of recovered product depends on its final use and soil characteristics. Therefore, the economic value and the desired characteristics for struvite or calcium phosphate precipitates should be thoroughly investigated based on process requirements and final application. From the application perspective, the fertilizer value of struvite is higher than the products in the calcium phosphate family since struvite contains N and P as primary...
macronutrients and Mg as secondary macronutrient. However, the calcium phosphate products are better alternatives as raw materials for production of artificial fertilizers since the magnesium in the struvite may interfere with the chemical processes based on sulfuric acid for production of NPK artificial fertilizer (Van Nieuwenhuyse 2000). In the case of comparison based on fertilizer potential, generally struvite is preferred over HAP. The slow release rate of struvite lowers the chance of rapid leaching and allows the plants to take up the nutrients, so less frequent application is needed (Caddaraio et al. 2018). The fertilizer efficiency of calcium phosphates and struvite has been investigated by several researchers. There are several studies that reported struvite effectiveness is the same as the effectiveness of monocalcium phosphate for plant growth, and of diammonium phosphate and superphosphate for crop growth (Ghosh et al. 1996; Hao et al. 2013). Römer & Steingrobe (2018) evaluated 32 recycled P-products and they reported struvite as a good fertilizer with proper availability for plants.

**Evaluation of the proposed strategy (case study)**

A wastewater treatment plant with EBPR was considered as a case study to evaluate the performance of the proposed alternative strategy. The reject composition that has been used in this study imitates the current reject composition in the plant. However, mass balance calculations and different scenarios for P-recovery were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy under a more generic condition. **Figure 7** shows the simplified flow chart for the intended plant. The four feasible scenarios for P-recovery on the sludge dewatering sidestreams were defined as: (1) without P-stripper via mixed reject, (2) without P-stripper on post-digested reject, (3) with P-stripper via post-digested reject, and (4) with P-stripper via calcium phosphate on pre-digested reject and via struvite on post-digested reject.

First, it should be noticed that application of P-stripper is necessary since exclusion of the P-stripper in scenario 1 and 2 implies significant reduction of P-recovery potential and operational problems. The operational problems can be uncontrolled struvite precipitation in the anaerobic digester, and clogging in downstream pipes and post-digestion dewatering equipment. In addition, mixing the two reject streams in scenario 1 is not favorable as it reduces the phosphorus concentration in the mixed flow, which reduces the P-recovery potential. However, the pre-digestion sidestream should be considered for P-recovery as it contains considerable amount of the soluble phosphorus, and return of this flow to the inlet of the plant will increase the phosphorus load to the biological treatment stage. The ultimate

---

**Figure 6** | The calculated total cost for different operational conditions in euros per kg phosphorus recovered (€/kg Prec). *Price quoted by VWR international, for technical grade material in 25 kg bag (September 2018).
comparison of scenario 3 and 4 in this case study requires dedicated experimental data, while the equilibrium P-recovery calculations were used for comparison purposes. It was noticed that the overall P-recovery in scenario 4 depends on the P-recovery efficiency on pre-digestion reject. The associated costs for recovery of 1 kg P in scenario 4 were 40–60% lower than scenario 3, whereas using a mix of CaCl₂ and Ca(OH)₂ can further reduce the costs in scenario 4. This is because Ca(OH)₂ is less expensive than CaCl₂ and it can be used to increase Ca:P molar ratio and pH at a lower cost. Assuming that product value would be tied to phosphorus content, brushite is a better option for pre-digestion P-recovery due to higher P-content and lower transport cost. Therefore, it can be concluded that customizing the product based on sidestream characteristics, in addition to operational benefits, has a great potential to improve efficiency and financial sustainability of the phosphorus recovery process. However, it should be noted that there is not a one-size-fits-all solution and process requirements along with local needs should be considered in identification of an ideal process solution.

**CONCLUSION**

The results of this study show that introducing diversity in the final products of the phosphorus recovery process is an effective approach to improve the value chain for recovered phosphorus. In addition, it increases the flexibility in handling different types of sludge dewatering sidestreams. It was shown that both struvite and calcium phosphates are proper alternatives for phosphorus recovery from phosphate-rich sidestreams in the EBPR process. However, the final choice among these products mainly depends on process requirements and final application of the recovered product. Supersaturation as an inclusive parameter can be used for optimization of phosphorus recovery by crystallization as it governs both the recovery efficiency and reaction
kinetics. The effective regulation of supersaturation is achievable by adjustment of the reaction pH and chemical dosing of magnesium and calcium. It is concluded that phase transformation should be considered for calcium phosphate crystallization since it affects the purity, particle size and dewaterability of the final product. The overall optimum pH for both struvite and calcium phosphate precipitation, by considering both recovery efficiency and economic feasibility, was found to be pH = 8.5. The low pH values result in slow precipitation rates and high pH values trigger the nucleation and production of fine particles. The struvite has lower water content and better dewaterability than calcium phosphates. However, under the same operational conditions, the chemical expenses for phosphorus recovery by calcium phosphate precipitation are lower than those of struvite.
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